Robert Hah:

MBA grads will continue to be a very critical channel of talent for us as we continue to move forward and develop our practice. They possess very strong relevant skillset, many of them have worked in environments that are, are for instance our client’s environments with relevant skillsets before entering business school. And business school provides them with a great opportunity to continue to develop that general management and business acumen that we really need at Accenture Strategy.

For MBA hires our training will be both on the job and in terms of formal training as well in classroom environments. A lot of the learning will actually be working with your teams and interacting with your clients and learning on a day to day basis, what are the client issues and trying to solve them.

The one piece of advice that I have for new hires who are thinking of joining us, is being open minded in terms of how we work with our clients, as often times our client’s situations are evolving and maintaining that open-mindedness is going to be critical to their success.
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